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A CLEAR VOICE OF THE NEW TIME

A monthly magazine featuring:

 Up-to-date information about the emergence  
of Maitreya, the World Teacher

 An article from a Master of Wisdom

 Expansions of the esoteric teachings

 Benjamin Creme’s answers to a wide variety  
of topical and esoteric questions

 Articles by, and interviews with, people at  
the forefront of progressive world change

 News from UN agencies and positive  
developments in the transformation of our  
world

Unlike the majority of today’s media, Share
International magazine considers the entire world
as a global village and all people as members of
one human family. It gives its readers factual
information about the injustices that persist, yet
balances it with the inspired thinking of influential
people in all fields and the practical solutions being
implemented by little-known people in villages and
cities everywhere.

The purpose of Share International is to inform
people about the presence of Maitreya—the World
Teacher—and his group, the Masters of Wisdom,
as well as their priorities and teachings for the New
Time: an adequate supply of the right food, housing
and shelter for all, healthcare and education as
universal rights, and the restoration and
maintenance of ecological balance in the world.
The magazine also strives to raise public
awareness of what is being done and what still
needs to be done across the wide spectrum of
human society—life on planet Earth.

Subscriptions to Share International magazine
(10 issues per year):

$US38 for the USA, Canada, Central/South America,  
Australia, New Zealand & the Philippines

To enter a new subscription or renew an existing  
subscription, please visit:

Share-International.us/subscriptions

Important notes: We know that some of our subscribers
may not have computer access and/or have traditionally
paid by check. Payment by check is still acceptable
but not preferred. The following address should be
used for this purpose as needed.

Share International Magazine mailing address: 

Share International USA
PO Box 19556 
Boulder, CO 80308

Although we will accept checks for subscriptions, it
is very important that you not include any additional
amounts for donations or book purchases.

For donations, make check or money order to Share
International USA and mail to:

Share International USA
PO Box 5537
Berkeley, CA 94705

For Book, CD, DVD, Cassette tape orders and  
Digital Downloads:

Visit our Share International USA Storefront at:
share-ecart.com

For assistance: sales@share-international.us

Share-International.us  

Share-International.org
1-1-23

Or make your donation online at:
share-international.us/donate


